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Initial Proposal letter from IASPM Branch member 
 
 

March 23, 2012 
 
Dear Chair of the IASPM Executive committee, dear Martha, 
 
I hereby apply as organizer of the IASPM international conference at the University of Kassel, Germany, 
in 2017. Kassel is a mid-sized city (pop. 200,000) located centrally in Germany. A train ride from 
Frankfurt International airport takes about 1h30 (Berlin can be reached within 2h45, so even day-trips 
are possible). In its visual appearance, Kassel is typical for a German city that was rebuilt after a severe 
destruction of its centre during WW2. Kassel University was founded in 1971 and has very successfully 
developed, especially in the past decade. The music department received a new building in 2009 which 
could serve as the main conference location (Concert Hall holds 210), other and bigger auditoriums are 
available on the campus next door. Please find attached a letter of our president in support of my 
application. 
I'm not applying for 2015 to stick to the Europe – elsewhere – Europe – system of IASPM. In addition, 
Kassel features its renowned International Art exhibition DOCUMENTA every five years, 2012 is about 
to begin, 2017 will be the next one. I estimate this will make Kassel more attractive as the conference 
location for IASPM. 
I was a member of the executive committee from 2001-2003 and took part in the organisation of the 
conference in Montréal in 2003. I have attended many IASPM-conferences (starting with Sydney 1999) 
and am quite familiar with its general procedures. 
Please forward this application to the other members of the executive committee. Nothing needs to be 
fixed, yet. We will all meet in Spain and can discuss things in detail. 
Many greetings from Germany 
 
* Jan Hemming 
* Professor for Systematic Musicology 
* Kassel University 
* FB 01, Music Institute 
* Moenchebergstr. 1 
* 34109 Kassel 
* Deutschland / Germany 
* tel +49-561-804-4341 
* fax +49-561-804-4267 
* mob +49-177-3508106 
* www.uni-kassel.de/~hemming 
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IASPM‐branch support 
 

It was after the initial proposal to host the conference that the German-speaking branch IASPM-D-A-CH 
could be re-established – myself being on the advisory board. Its president Susanne Binas-Preisendörfer 
an all other members of the EC support the existing application of Kassel. I will be very happy to include 
everyone interested in the planning and ongoings of the actual conference if Kassel gets selected. 

Information about what Kassel offers IASPM 
 
Here is some information regarding the application to host IASPM 2017 at the University of Kassel. 
 

 
Location of Kassel in Germany 
1h20m to Frankfurt, 1h38m to Airport 
2h39m to Berlin (by train) 

 
Music Institute 

Downtown (Hotels are in red) 
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Herkules and Mountain Park (Bergpark) 

 
University Campus 

Kassel 
 
Kassel (Pop. 200000) is located at the very center of Germany, approximately 200 km north of 
Frankfurt. The city is 1100 years old and most famous for its Bergpark (Mountain Park) which was 
declared UNESCO world Heritage in 2013. The historical city center was completely wiped out during 
World War II. Kassel is internationally known for the Documenta art exhibition, which takes place every 
five years. It lasts for 100 days and will be on in June 2017 (!), which – as I believe – will greatly add to 
the attractiveness of Kassel as a conference location. Kassel has a very vivid cultural and musical scene, 
ranging from underground punk-gatherings in dilapidated factory buildings, jazz and cabaret up to a 
symphonic orchestra. Metal and electronica are the current trends in the clubs. We will include guided 
tours at day and night… 
 

University of Kassel 
 
University of Kassel was founded in 1971, nowadays accommodates approximately 24000 students and 
covers all major areas of science excluding medicine. The main campus is a former industrial site 
(Henschel steel and locomotion factory) with many of the historical brick buildings still remaining. It is 
within walking distance to the city center where many hotels and restaurants are located (see map). The 
Music Institute is in a new building from 2010 situated at the south-east corner of the main campus. 
Graduates typically become music teachers at German public schools (elementary, intermediate and high-
school-level), but quite a few PhDs were completed in popular music studies in the past years. The 
Music Institute is the base for a great variety of cultural activities and research in Music Pedagogy as 
well as Historical and Systematic Musicology. Right next to the Music Institute is the historical 
Giesshaus (casting house) which will be included in the conference. The concert halls seats 200, the 
seminar rooms from 25-40 people. All are equipped with data projectors, various music playback-options 
as well as a piano. Our studio and band-room can be used for more practically related presentations. 
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Music Institute 

 
Entrance Hall (coffee area) 

 
Concert Haal (empty, seats 200) 

 
Concert Hall in action 

 
Giesshaus (casting house, seats 130) 

 
Giesshaus from inside 
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Seminar room 0012 Seminar room 1012 

Semiar room 3012 Seminar room 4003 

Band room Studio 
 
As I am aware this might be a bit too small for hosting an IASPM-conference in Europe, plans are to 
either include the Kongress-Palais Kassel (nice: http://www.kongress-palais.de/en/home/; depending on 
funding) or the new "Campus Center Lecture Hall" just completed. It offers seminar rooms and 
auditoriums of all sizes. However, as the conference will take place in June, this will mean that it is in 
the middle of Germany's summer term. I inquired with facilities management and it will not be possible 
to reserve a larger number of auditoriums for a whole week, so we might end up with a mixture of 
locations between the institute and the campus center. Both are within walking distance and this can be 
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very well planned ahead. The advantage of having the conference during the semester is that all the 
campus infrastructure it's fully available, so there are various student-priced restaurants and almost a 
dozen of cafeterias to choose from for catering. This would in turn enable us to focus on organizing the 
conference content.  
 

 
Location of Campus Center Lecture Hall (large 

circle) with regard to Music Institute (small circle) 

 
Campus Center Lecture Hall 

 
Campus Center Lecture Hall 

 
Campus Center Lecture Hall 

 
It is one of my central ideas to stream the complete conference sessions into the internet and to enable 
virtual, active participation including asking questions etc. Kassel University has a special dedication to 
e-learning and specific facilities providing this kind of service for conferences. This would mean a person 
sitting in the back of each room, monitoring picture and sound for streaming as well as taking questions 
after the presentations. Find attached a conference report I wrote in 1998 (!) which gave me the idea. 
 
Another idea for handling the demanding organizational tasks is to suggest to include volunteering 
students and junior-scholars. This is a common practice in conferences of the European Society for the 
Cognitive Sciences of Music (ESCOM) which I have frequently attended. These volunteers receive free 
accommodation in the youth hostel and free conference-participation, and in turn serve in assisting the 
speakers, setting up various sessions, running the conference-office or helping out in coffee breaks. 
 

Accommodation and transportation 
There are not too many hotels right next to the campus, but a lot of them are located in the city center 
(walking distance) and spread out from there by the Kongress-Palais (tram-distance, see below) all the 
way to the Wilhelmshöhe train station. Prices start from around EUR 50.-, but reservations will have to 
be made early due to the Documenta art exhibition. For those who need low-cost accommodation, there 
is a youth hostel (around EUR 30 per night including breakfast). 
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Kassel has a well-working system of public transport including trams, buses and a very popular bike-
rental-system. The city can be reached via a high-speed ICE-trains running north and south (Frankfurt 
1h20m, Hanover 0h55m, Hamburg 2h13m, 2h39m Berlin, 5h34 Paris), trains going east and west 
(Cologne 2h36m, Leipzig 2h45) take somewhat longer. Train-tickets are affordable if booked early in 
advance. Kassel can equally well be reached by car as it is located near a large autobahn-intersection 
(A7/A44). We even have an international airport which was an investment failure however, so hardly 
any international aircrafts ever touch ground here. 
 

Myself 
I have been a member of IASPM since 1999 and attended the international conferences in Sydney 
(1999), Turku (2001), Montréal (2003), Grahamstown (2011), Gijon (2013) and (upcoming) Campinas 
(2015). I was on the international EC from 2001-2003 and took a part in organizing Montréal 2003. 
Also, I've hosted the national conference of the German Society for Music Psychology (DGM) in 2009.  
 
Finally, I would like to mention that it is my turn for a research leave in the summer term 2017, which 
would become a "conference leave" in case a decision is made in favor of Kassel. This means, I will be 
able to devote my full attention to the conference organization. In addition, a number of (former) Ph.D. 
students of mine will be present in Campinas (Holger Schwetter, Tobias Marx), who would be keen on 
becoming part of the organizing committee in 2017. 
 
Hope this gives you a more precise picture of what we have to offer over here! 
 
Many greetings 
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Review for Poptech 1999 "Are you experienced?" 

 


